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1. Introduction

Quantitative assessment of low back functional motion is critical
to facilitate low back pain (LBP) treatment [1]. While LBP patients
typically do not exhibit obvious abnormalities in static conditions,
abnormalities of the spine might be revealed by the range of motion
(ROM) in dynamic conditions and abnormal motion patterns [2].
Therefore, spinal motion measurement during dynamic conditions
may help identify differences between individuals with and without
LBP, which could lead to more targeted and improved treatment
strategies aimed at regaining normal motion.

As a specific type of activities of daily living, stair-climbing (SC)
requires the recruitment of different muscles and more effort than
level walking; thus, exhibits unique biomechanical characteristics
[3]. In the literature, however, staircase walking study has been
focused on lower-limb motions [3,4], while spinal angular
kinematics has been focused on level or inclined surface walking
conditions [5–7]. Consequently, the spinal motion during SC

received little attention and, more importantly, it has not yet been
investigated in association with LBP.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the differences of
the dynamic spinal motions during stair-climbing between an LBP
group and a healthy control group, in order to provide insight into
the LBP effect on the spinal motions.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects and test procedure

We recruited 10 LBP patients (the LBP group – six males and four females; mean

age 43.2 (SD 12.5) years; height 175.9 (7.1) cm; weight 73.8 (11.4) kg) and 10

healthy people (the control group – seven males and three females; age 35.9

(16.6) years; height 175.2 (8.6) cm; weight 75.7 (12.3) kg). There were no

significant differences between the two groups regarding age, weight and height

(p > 0.05). The inclusion criteria for the LBP subjects were medical diagnosis of non-

specific LBP (musculoskeletal or discogenic origin) with pain and symptoms

persisting for longer than six months and stair-climbing without an aid. The

exclusion criteria were history of spinal surgery, fracture/dislocation of the

vertebral column, inflammatory joint disease, and neurological signs. The

functional ability of the LBP subjects was evaluated using the revised Oswestry

Disability Index [8] (Table 1). The control subjects satisfied requirements of not

having a history of back pain, balance disabilities, or leg pains.

The SC test was divided into a single step SC (SSC), where the subjects climbed

one step at a time, and a double step SC (DSC), where the subjects covered two steps

in a single stride instead, all at some self-selected climbing rate. Since the DSC
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In spite of the importance of stair-climbing (SC) as an activity of daily living, 3D spinal motion during SC

has not been investigated in association with low back pain (LBP). The purpose of this research is to

investigate the differences of the spinal motions during SC between an LBP group and a healthy control

group, in order to provide insight into the LBP effect on the spinal motions. During two types of SC tests

(single and double step SCs), we measured 3D angular motions (flexion/extension, lateral bending, and

twist) of the pelvis, lumbar spine and thoracic spine using an inertial sensing-based, portable spinal

motion measurement system. For the nine motion variables (i.e. three anatomical planes � three

segments), range of motions (ROM) and movement patterns were compared to determine the

differences between the two groups. It was found that the only variable having the p-value of a t-test

lower than 0.05 was the flexion/extension of the lumbar spine in both SCs (i.e. the LBP group’s ROM < the

control group’s ROM). Although the strength of this finding is limited due to the small number of subjects

(i.e. 10 subjects for each group) and the small ROM differences between the groups, the comparison

result of the t-test along with the motion pattern shows that the effect of LBP during SC may be localized

to the lumbar spinal flexion/extension, making it an important measure to be considered in the

rehabilitation and treatment of LBP patients.
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requires the subjects to move double the distance both vertically and horizontally,

it exaggerates their leg movements and amplifies their spinal motions accordingly.

The tests were performed at an outdoor staircase consisted of 13 steps, each of

which is 30 cm long and 17 cm high. Ten cycles were collected for each test. This

study was approved by the Office of Research Ethics of the Simon Fraser University.

2.2. Measurement system

To investigate the 3D spinal movements in relation to the stride cycle

percentage, the measurement system is comprised of two subsystems: a spinal

motion measurement part and a stride cycle detection part. First, the spinal motion

measurement part consisted of three inertial/magnetic MTx sensors (Xsens

Technologies B.V., Netherlands) attached onto the skin of the subject at the upper

trunk (T1), middle trunk (T12) and pelvis (S1) with elastic Velcro strapping (Fig. 1a).

Each MTx consists of a tri-axial accelerometer, a tri-axial gyroscope, and a tri-axial

magnetometer and provides a 3D orientation through Xsens’ Kalman filter-based

sensor fusion algorithm. Second, for the stride cycle detection, two Xsens’ MT9

sensors were attached onto each shank above the ankle and only one axis gyroscope

signal (perpendicular to the sagittal plane) from each MT9 was used. For battery

power and data transfer, both MTx and MT9 sensors were hard wired to their

respective digital data bus systems (Xsens’ XBus) which were put in a waist belt bag.

Subsequently, the MTx and MT9 XBuses were interfaced with a laptop via a wireless

Bluetooth connection at 50 Hz sampling rate and an RS-232 serial connection at

100 Hz, respectively.

2.3. Analysis

In order to get an orientation of a body segment frame B (e.g., T1, T12, or S1) with

respect to the global frame G, G
B R, the coordinate transformation was performed:

G
B R ¼ G

F R F
S R S

B R, where S and F represent a sensor frame (e.g., up, mid, or low) and an

Earth-fixed reference frame of each sensor, respectively. Fig. 1b illustrates the

above coordinate frames in our sensor setup. In the transformation, first, G
F R is

constant since both G and F are Earth-fixed frames that can be initially obtained

through an automatic coordinate calibration procedure performed in a static

upright standing state prior to each test. Next, F
S R is computed by the sensor’s

software. Last, S
BR is also set as constant by assuming that negligible relative

orientation change of the sensors occurs with respect to the body segments. After

calculating G
B R for each segment, the relative orientations of T12 with respect to S1

ðS1
T12RÞ and of T1 with respect to T12 ðT12

T1 RÞ can be obtained, representing the

postures of the lumbar and thoracic spines, respectively. Note that G
S1R represents

the posture of the pelvis with respect to the global frame. These orientations were

then transformed into flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial twist using the

tilt/twist algorithm [9]. In the stride cycle detection part, the shank-attached

gyroscopes of the MT9 sensors measure anterior–posterior shank angular

velocities and provide sharp peaks occurring when the foot hits the ground so

that we can localize the initial contact points [10]. Next, each stride cycle from

right initial contact to the next one was time-normalized to represent a cycle

percentage. Then, the ranges of motion (peak-to-peak amplitudes) were

calculated for nine motion variables in total (i.e. three anatomical planes � three

three segments). A Student’s t-test was used to see which motion variables are

important in characterizing the spinal motions of LBP patients in terms of the

ROMs. With regards to the motion patterns, the mean values of the variables for

each subject were subtracted from the data to make the superimposed data curves

centered at 08, which removes unnecessary variations introduced by different

initial angles of each subjects.

Table 1
Mean (SD) of the scores of each section in the revised Oswestry Disability

questionnaire.

Section Scorea

1. Pain intensity 2.5 (1.3)

2. Personal care 1.8 (0.8)

3. Lifting 2.9 (1.2)

4. Walking 2.0 (1.3)

5. Sitting 2.3 (1.3)

6. Standing 1.9 (1.1)

7. Sleeping 2.2 (1.2)

8. Social life 1.8 (1.1)

9. Travelling 2.0 (0.8)

10. Changing degree of pain 3.3 (0.9)

Totalb 45.4 (19.6)%

aEach section has six statements where the first and last statements correspond to

the scores 0 (no disability) and 5 (highest disability), respectively.
bThe total score has been calculated as the sum of 10 section scores times two,

which varies from 0 to 100.

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. (a) System configuration comprised of the spinal motion measurement part (three MTx sensors on T1, T12, and S1) and the stride cycle detection part (two MT9 sensors

on the shanks). (b) Segmental regions of the measurement divided by the pelvis, lumbar spine and thoracic spine, and the coordinate relationship between the sensor frames

and the body frames of three vertebrae locations from the posterior view (left) and the left lateral view (right).
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3. Results

The stride times of the control group and the LBP group were
mean 1.18 (SD 0.10) s and 1.22 (0.24) s during SSC, and 1.53
(0.14) s and 1.59 (0.27) s during DSC. Also, Fig. 2 shows the similar
angular velocity patterns of the shanks between the two groups.
Hence, the two groups did not show significant differences in
strides from the spatio-temporal point of view. In Table 2, it is
shown that, in the nine motion variables, the only variable having
p-value lower than 0.05 was the flexion/extension ROM of the
lumbar spine in both SCs (i.e. the LBP group’s ROM < the control
group’s ROM) while the majority of the p-values for the other
variables were over 0.5. Fig. 3 shows the comparisons of the
resulting spinal motion patterns between the two groups. The two
groups generally exhibited similar motion patterns (i.e. similar
time histories of falling and rising trends in the curves) as long as
the patterns were recognizable. In overall, the lateral bendings
showed the most recognizable patterns (i.e. high repeatability).
The lateral bending motion patterns of the pelvis were closely
mirrored with those of the lumbar and thoracic spines in both SC
tests (i.e. the opposite movement directions). Meanwhile, the
control group produced patterns of the letter ‘W’ in the lumbar
spinal sagittal motion during both SCs. However, the LBP group
produced the ‘W’ pattern only during DSC, while producing an
irregular pattern during SSC.

4. Discussion

In the literature, it has been reported that LBP patients tend to
walk more slowly than pain-free individuals [11]. However, the

characteristic was not observed in our study. This may be related to
our one time testing rather than long term monitoring. Instead, the
two groups had similar stepping patterns (Fig. 2) and speeds,
which may minimize any variance in the spinal motion with
respect to gait and show the LBP effects more clearly.

The flexion/extension of the lumbar spine is of our particular
interest due to the sole low p-value (<0.05) among the nine
variables in Table 2 (i.e. the relative differences between the groups
are 37% in SSC and 33% in DSC). In terms of the segmental region,
the difference in the lumbar spine motion in comparison to those
of the pelvis and thoracic spine motions could be expected. This is
because the lumbar spine would be the most directly affected
region by LBP within the three regions. However, in terms of the
anatomical planes, the difference in the sagittal plane motion of
the lumbar spine is an interesting finding. This is because, in the
case of level walking, the sagittal plane motion has been known to
have the smallest ROM and lowest repeatability in comparison to
the motions in the other two planes, thus providing less biological
information [6,12]. However, this is not the case in stair-climbing.
The lumbar spinal flexion/extension ROM during staircase walking
was increased in comparison to that during level walking from the
previous studies (e.g., mean ROMs 3.58 in [6] and 3.88 in [13]). More
importantly, the LBP group had much smaller flexion/extension
ROM of their lumbar spine than the control group. We can
postulate that the LBP patients co-contract their spine/torso
muscles to increase the spinal stiffness and hold a relatively steady
position since this motor recruitment strategy decreases painful
spinal motions [14]. Considering the typical phases of stair-
climbing activity composed of weight acceptance, pull-up, and
forward continuation, it is reasonable that the sagittal plane

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2. Comparisons of the right shank angular velocities. The thick red solid and dotted lines are the means and one standard deviation bands for the LBP group and the black

lines and shaded regions are the means and one standard deviation bands for the control group. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of the article.)

Table 2
Comparison of ROM from the SC tests. Mean (SD) for the control group/the LBP group (right) and the p-value from a Student’s t-test (left) during the single step and double

step SC tests. The * mark indicates p<0.05 between the control and LBP groups.

Motion variables Single step SC Double step SC

Flex./ext. (8) Pelvis 6.0 (1.7)/4.7 (0.9) 0.053 17.6 (3.7)/14.6 (4.4) 0.128

Lumbar spine 7.2 (2.1)/4.9 (2.3) 0.034* 12.9 (3.9)/9.3 (3.1) 0.032*

Thoracic spine 4.9 (1.5)/4.8 (1.8) 0.843 12.5 (4.1)/11.7 (5.3) 0.715

Lat. bend. (8) Pelvis 9.2 (3.4)/8.8 (3.2) 0.796 19.0 (3.6)/19.7 (3.7) 0.674

Lumbar spine 8.2 (3.4)/7.0 (2.3) 0.346 14.5 (4.6)/15.4 (4.4) 0.669

Thoracic spine 7.4 (2.7)/8.0 (3.2) 0.629 11.8 (3.8)/13.1 (5.8) 0.549

Twist (8) Pelvis 7.8 (3.5)/8.1 (2.7) 0.844 11.1 (4.4)/9.4 (1.7) 0.256

Lumbar spine 10.4 (3.5)/10.8 (4.1) 0.813 10.7 (4.3)/10.3 (4.8) 0.847

Thoracic spine 6.0 (1.1)/5.8 (1.4) 0.832 9.2 (2.0)/8.4 (2.4) 0.458
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motions play more important role than other plane motions in
satisfying the biomechanical requirements of stair-climbing as
compared to level walking. Accordingly, the sagittal plane motions
possibly have more chances to be affected by the LBP. With regards
to the lateral bendings of the pelvis and the lumbar spine, the
characteristic of their opposite movement directions is in a good
agreement with the results in [6,12], albeit the test conditions in
[6,12] were level walking instead of stair-climbing. Also, the high
motion repeatability of the lateral bendings of the pelvis and the
lumbar spine observed in our results has been already reported in
literature. Based on their high repeatability (i.e. subsequently the
high reliability), Taylor et al. [15] expected them to have the
greater potential in distinguishing the LBP individuals from the
controls. However, our comparison results between the two
groups in terms of ROM in Table 2 and motion patterns in Fig. 3
indicate that the high repeatability of the lateral bendings does not
necessarily mean a high distinguishing ability. Note that, although
this study provides clinically important information in the spinal
kinematics by showing the ranges and patterns of spinal motions
of the two groups, statistical significance of the comparison results
may not be attainable due to the limitations of the small number of
subjects and the small ROM differences between the groups,
requiring further investigations with a larger population and test–
retest reliability determination.

This work is facilitated by the use of the inertial sensing-based,
portable spinal motion measurement system. While optical
tracking is sophisticated and the most prevalent, the motion
capture is confined to the controlled lab setting, which is a critical
drawback particularly in staircase walking studies. Inertial sensors
are not constrained by the in-the-lab limitation due to their ‘self-
contained’ property. In terms of the orientation accuracy
calculated from the inertial/magnetic sensor signals, the MTx
sensors that we employed have an accuracy specification of 28 root
mean square in dynamic motion. Also, our previous work [16] on
the spinal motion measurement using the MT9 sensors showed an
orientation error of 3.18 in roll, 0.38 in pitch, and 1.48 in yaw

(verified by a VICON optical motion capture system). However, the
case of the system being operated in a magnetically disturbed
environment is potentially problematic as the magnetometer
signals can be distorted (i.e. G

F R in Section 2.3 can be changed),
requiring a calibration procedure such as magnetic field mapping,
otherwise resulting in the heading direction errors [17]. For this
reason, we performed the tests in a magnetically homogeneous
environment (i.e. outside) to ensure minimal magnetic distur-
bances.

This study compared the ranges and patterns of pelvic and
spinal motions during stair-climbing between the LBP patients and
healthy subjects. Our results showed that the lumbar spinal
flexion/extension was the only distinctive variable between the
LBP and control groups in the 3D pelvic and spinal motions,
implying the localized effect of LBP during stair-climbing. This
makes the variable a clinically important measure to be further
investigated for the LBP treatment.
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